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ABSTRACT
1 To examine the rhetorical vision of nuclear war -

resented in the television show "The bay After," it is necessary to
consider (1) the motivesof those involved in producing the film, (2)

the debate over the film that preceded its presentation., (3) the
effect of the film's message, and (4) how the film's rhetorical
structure contributed to those consequences. An examination of public

- statements made. by network executives and others connected with the
production of the film reveals a number of motives for airing it.
These include ABC's desire to boost its ratings during a c itical
period and the wish to provide a national dialogue. Critic viewed
the film'as a free advertisement for a nuclear arms freeze, and
faulted it--despite the.debate'and.warnings preceding its
showings- -for its cursory treatment of reality and as a drama in which
the viewer's only motive for watching was to wait for the bombs to .

drop. Surveys of viewers revealed that the film, hanged few opinions
about nuclear war, as the percentage of viewers who thought that.
nuclear war between the 'United States and the Soviet Union was not
likely rose slightly, as did the percentage of those who thought the
United States was doing all it could to. preventAr. 'Finally, an
nhlysis of the enthymematic structure of the film, in which the

or (the film) makes maximum use of what the audience already .

knows or believes, reveals that the film was so open-ended it allowed
viewers to regard the film as pro- or anti-nuclear freeze, 'depending
on their personal frame of reference. The lack of drama in. which
agents are included was also determined to contribute to the film's
distortion of reality. (CRH)
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%)The dawnin of the nuclear age provided film ers with new themes to

explore. During the 1950s, The Bomb Was portrayed a -aninstrument of peace.

Above and Beyond-(1952) told the story of the bombi g of Hiroshima which ended
..,,

-----,, Norld-014esII. Strategic Air Connand 1955) described the Air Force's deter

rent-capabilities, while Bombers B-52 (1957) was a quasi documentary about its

,

i-,

newest instrument of peAce.. However, in 1959, Stanley Krammer's On the Beach,

showed that The Bomb as .something to be feared (Said, 1978).

During-the 1960s, a series of "anti-war' films focused on man's ultimate

inability to control,nuclear weapons. With darkly comedic style, Stanley

Kubrick's Dr. Strangelove, Ors Nom I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the

Bomb (1964)explored the postibility of a few deranged indiViduals in senii-,,,

tive positions carrying out a preemptive first strike. Fail Safe (1064), by

Max Youngstein,' was more realistic in-depicting the danger of a breakdown in

the means used to recall bombers. 'In the Bedford incident', James Harris

showed the effects ofprolOnged tension on an American destroyer's officers
.. ,

and crew during an encounter with a Russisen>submarine (fluid, 1978).

In 1982, "NBC television offered a NiON Of World Or III,. in which the

nucii* threshold is crossed when:neither the American President nor' the

Soviet,Premier.are many matclr for the tricky, implacable red dogs' of the K511,°'

(Gitlin, 1983, p. :199)'. On'November 20, 1983 ABC broadcast The Bey After

. .

touted, to be "the most important movie we or anyone else have ever made, by

ABC's Brandon Stoddard, and termed likely. to anesthetize viewers with its

,mediocrity by Tine. .This paper will examine the rhetorical vision of'nuclear

1.

war ;presented in The Day After, considering the sotivei4of'those involved in

producing the.filia, the debate over the film Which preceded its being aired,

the effect, of the film's message, and how the film's rhetorical structure

r

contributed-`to those consequences.
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' THE MELANGE OF MOTIVES

, The cynic might say that ABC's motive was to, boost its ratings during a

critical, period, the November sweeps. The network hed.or ginally scheduled

1the program to air in May 1.983, but pulled it back at the 1 st moment, claim-

ing it required more work (Duffy, 1983). In the interim4,bootlegged copies of

the film found their,wayinto the hands of pro-freeze groups and',:eontro/ersy

surrounding the film's purpose began to grow. ABC rescheduled the film to air

against the first night Ot an NBC mini-series on John F.. edy.

One week before it' ABC Motion Pictures president Brandon Stoddard

told viewers of CBS's 60 Minutes that The Day After was a "what if movie,"

designed to explore the. consequences Of a nuclear war. Vice President oi.,

ABC's motion picture and mini-series division, Stu Samuels,' stated 'we made.

this. movie for the sake of examining something that in a terrible way is the

_most important issue of our time," (Duffy, 1983, p. 1E). Its only message

that oqiuclear war is horrible." NetwOrk executives told the'preis that the

film's purpose waitii provoke-national dialog. Director Nicholas Mayer said

. his purpose was "to inspire debate. From debate comes consensus - -a consensus

we all been invol'ved in," (Waters, Karlen, Doherty, Huck,

Abrams-on, 1983, p. 72).

In responding. to criticism"tht the,film propagandizedontehalf of

nuclear freeze, ABC executives asserted that The Day after.eontained no poli-

q9a1 statements and'did not take a position on hOwCa nuclear war might occur.

(Waters, Stedtman, & Twardy, 1983). Director Meyer told Tiae: '"The,Day

After does not advocate disarmament, build-down, buildup, -freeze. I didn't

2a, to alienate any viewers.. The movie is like.a giant public ':service

announcement, like Smokey the Bear," (Cocks, Ainslie, & Worrell, 1983, O.,84)...

In developing the project, ABC executives told the production staff that
4

they were not concerned about the ratings. Meyer became convinced that they
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were motivated by 'the saMe.fears about nuclear war as anybody

.

else aley/c,

1983): But for.fthe director, the work fulfilled -a sense of missions "P
i

,cannot ,live with myself ifI don't,make this movie. "How often do you get the

chance, to 014 your work in the service of your beliefs . . If this film

could sober the.world end slow the pace with which we seemIdetermined to turn,

our, planet into a nuclear porcupine, then I guess I'm signing up," (Meyer,

.1983, p. He doubted the film would signifitintly affect- those who had

..
,

already made up their mind , bUt 'that'for,the uncommitted, "for, people who'ki
.

,
4 s

simply ,avoided the issue there, perhaps; it might do some.Oood,'" (}layer,

1983, p:
)

In an interview with 604inates4 both'Meyee.and"writer Edward 'Hume stated

-they, opposed further development and deployment of nuclear weapons. Hume

indicated that when.he:had been approaChed by ABd to degelop the screen play
L

he had made no secret,op his political views. Meyer'ponceded thatAn Making

the,ilm he had had to keep his owmbiases in check.", "If the firm ids perceiv-

as propaganda, it will be useless.` Let the facts speak for -themselves
Is.

without editorializing . . "The:DayAfter" is: a preview of coming'attrac-

,,tions. As such, accuracy,- not political prejudice, is all-impotanW (Meyer,
, A

1983, p. 9).
II

Was the film an apolitical statement on th "horrors of nuclear war, or an
0

argument for a nuclear ,freeze7,;Whatever 4 ws, as a ratings booster, The Day

After was a huge suceess. 'ABC's estimated share of the prime-time_aud1ence

was.remarkably highs 100 million viewer's, second only to the farewell road-

cast of MAASH," (MorgantbaUf. ",11.83, p. Whatever the'motives, The Day

=

After, was. ,one of the mbst watched and discussed enPartainient offerings in

televisiOn history.
Q

The Ullritself only laited two hours and five minutes.'

A
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,,T4 DEBATE OVWTHE,DRAMA
. ...i

..

After all of e attention which preceded It, the film's presentttion Was
, g 4 v C

,,almost antiClimacti Talkshows, news proglams, editorials, magazine ar-

.

ticites and newspaper stories'bomrarded the Potoiltial audience at 81104 PM, E81
4 4

on November:20 1983 approached. Svrely no American was unaware that On':

Sunday night they wo914' witness*. devastation Lawrence, Kansas. But that

1.

was far .froe all they had learned about the fil 4 *,

Nlychologists,btherApists, and educators, offered advance, warning* 'about

The Day After,. A family therapist' formed readers df, TV Guide that "The

important thing is not who should view it, but how it is viewed , . . No one--

child, adult6orieid-ager--should Watch it alone. Itisia prof oundl
, -

sturb- 4
. .

'i)
ing film" (1983, p. A.-4)'. It .i4 as even suggestedithat chdfen under ,12 not be

1

'allowed to watch.. (Wil'ilams, Robinson,, Burgower, & ROtenberk, 1983)t Press'4A ik

p.

coverage indicated that ma4ry schools ad parents' groups were planning special!'

viewings of the film 'to allow discussion cif issues with older -childrep. 4,,
,

q-Pnly waits the question of "who should watCh",raised, the question of. 'what will
-:

you `be watching "' was discussed detail.

Film critics seemed to ippreciik* the fact that the movie made a poWirful .

istateient, but were unimpressed* how itwas made. Tine's'' reviewer stated:

POlitical immediacy iiiust about all Tile Day After has.going Jcpr

-it. B any standards other thansocial, it is a terrible'eovie.
. Nuclear annihilation may be the subject, but, the film appears to

have been the 'victim of.on editorial chain-saw massacre. (Cocks et .

,al., 1983, p. 86).

The.film was faulted for its cursory.treatment of reality, and:as a drama 1

.'Which the viewer's only motive for watching was waiting for the b

,drop.

to

-4e0smeek considered*the film risky for a network known primarily fdr its

.s.,

"escapist fluff" since its contained "four minutes of the most horrifically

-.,..
. .., .

,

searing footage Over' to pats a network censor," (Waters, larlen, Doherty,'



Pyr, .," A
kt

.
w "I

Huck L Abramson 084.. p. 66).1 lig Ouldeis critic described the film as an
)--

adjairable prodUction with "a realistic vlsion", (MaCkenzie, 1983).,'The Detroit

free Press called thefilm ons\pf "gold intentions, bad art, but a 'powerful
\ ff

message," characterizing it; as "The Towiering Inferno 6o*S Global," which

risked trivializing the nuclear horrorlt-liftriesed (Duffy, 1943)., Thu Det-.
A

roit Hews chaeaciertied thp,film as,,,"sometimis searing, sometimes flat.", but a
r .f

film that wduld Become "Oniti--the most absorbing and cOntroversialfil,ma ever

4E

41
1

4. 1

made for'114" (Detroit He04,'1983, p. E).

Aci6rding to Paul Dietrich, president of 41 Conser *vative National ter

Pck 1 " . ..
.

for Legislative Research,' thefilm com

,

mUnicat* toe message ot the "radical

. ,

freeze people" (Duffy, 1983). .,The MorarKajortietJerry Falwell told 6$

\,.

0
.

1 7

Miodtes viewers that^"ABC has shut down debate" and tWet-t Objective of this
, ) ,

film is to 'per%uade its ,audienca td suppciri tre'freeza. : 'IRepresentatives of

Lit,

.

-..

11,.

the YouAg Americans for Freedoin+Oarged that ABCOoaclbee6 dupectby-the-members0 -

of the frieze movement, that the .film's producei/l Atvi,director were

ii I-
. .-'7

all agents of, or'sympathetic.to;tthe freeze. Phyliss Schiatly/damanded equal

.)..y,..,..

1'

time from morethah 100, ABC, affiliates under the fairness
I
ddArine saying that

. ,

0(

"this film wear-made. by people who want to disarm the country ab are willing

, , / A i

to make a $7 million,contribution toithat campaign," :04it0S, Karlen, Doherty,

Huck, & Abramser4 1983, p. 69)
< f

)1
, r

ABC's clenials:not withstaniploi ,members of the freeze movement seeped to

s ,

A ,

agree with Mrs. Schlefly.: AgOrding to Ong activiittit would take us 15$. .

4
,

years to get' the same message,out with oUr_sMall'bugget . . ek All our meeigs
A I. Y

are just ,a teardrop in the bu papered to the.nueber0 people Who ;will.

..k,
\see thii file," (Waters, arlen,..,Doherty,.' Huctie. & Abri ton, 1983, p.,661:

,

fz
,

Appearing On; 60 Minutes, Congressman Ed Markey ,called film a "pUblic '

servi 0" that would persuade,voters tdilect-candidates./. ,Noviember1984 who

A, V*, '

..

.

?%.'

woul suppiie the freely al:,:' ,

)1, .

. e

)10
)"

ON.



/For , others, the film's probab e effects were no less clear but more

troubling. A \TV Bald, editorial called it "an intensely political film,"

without eastaing it a side in the nuclear 4debate. "The movie plays on our

emotions.. What it does nat do is help us to decide which policies can bring

41
us closer to orltake us farther away from a nuclear confrontation,"1 (TV

Ouide, 19?3, p. A-3). Lillian Sensor of Wayne State University'i Center for

Peace and Conflict Studies hypothesized that the fill would create "hopeless-
.

nesa" and "psychic numbing" on the real issues (Duffy, 1903). In addition to

1, labeling the,fklm as unequivocally pro-freeze, Paul Dietrich also. criticized

..

it as tantamount to "yelling 'FIRE!' in a crowded theatre . . The movie

creates'a terrible sense of anxiety, a sense of hopelessness and a sense that

.----,., ....1... -

nothing can be, done . . . viewers will just become anesthetized to the horror
..'. ,i', . -

of nude war,", (Duffy, 1983, p. 8E).
)

Was the fili too terrifying for young children to sea, was it the victim

ti

of "chain-saw editing"? Whatever it was, The Day After had become more than a

made-JOr-TV-movie by the time'it aired. It had become a-media event, in and

cA itself, and viewers approached it with expectations, built up during thi

.preceding weekC. What was the result on the day after The,Day After?

THE EFFEOT OF THE FILM

Tine's nationwide surveys determined that the film chahged few opinions.

VieWers "were questioned .before and after the film. The number who thqwght

nuclear war between the'U.S. and the Soviet Union was not likely by the year
O

2000 actually rose slightly after he film, from 32% to 35X," (Kelly, Miller,

Nelan, 1983, p. 39). The film didn't persuade viewers that present U.S.

k
policy would lead to the film'a "what if" scenario. "Thoie who felt that the

U.S. was dqing all it could to avoid a nuclear conflict rose4com 37X to 41%,

while 58X, up from 54X before the movie, approveqof Washington's defense



policies," (Kelly it al., 1903, p. 39). Although the film was oat in real

time with a "Reagan-like" President,. Ronald Reagan dig not lose popularity as

a result of the film's characterization of the presidency. "Ronald Reagan was

bdInbproofo' paired against Walter Mondale, he actually did better after the

file(53X to 37X) than before (49X to 30X)," (Kelly it al., 1903, p. 39).

la

The viewer's interpretation of the film's message was dependent on the

predisposition they brought to it (Morganthau, -1903). Nothing illustrated

this more clearly than ABC's panel of experts!. discussion at the file's con-

dilatant

. .Most of the experts claimed that it supported their(wn differ-

ing views. Just as Betsretary of State George Schultz argued that

The Day After should inspire Americans to rally round President'

Reagan, Astronomer Carl Sagan foresaw real danger of all life being

extinguished in a.state of reezing darkness. Mere was 'Robert
*Namara arguing that the ober of missiles must be reduced, and .

there was Kissinger explain ng the need for tough strategic think-

ing. The only panelist who laid no claim to being an ,expert on

nuclear strategy was the writer Elie Wesel, and to Moderitor Ted

Koppel's, question of what should be done to prevent nuclear war,

only he offered the answer that no expert, understandably, ever

gives. Said Wiese1,"1 don't know." (Friedrich, 1983, p. 100)'.

Letters t the editor in Time and Newsweek indicated%at non-experts
$

possessed 'the same ability to see the film as an affirmation of their, pre-

/
existing beliefs!

ABC's film The Day After is not.a movie. It,is a three-hour commer-'

cial for the nuclear-freeze movenint-and free propaganda for the

Soviet Union. (Time, December 26, 1983).

If we ban our bombs without the Sov0t's banning theirs, The Day

After will come true, and we will deserve it. (Time December 26,

19113).

In an era when ileoOle would rather stick their heads in the sand andA. .

ignore their most threatening problem, it is refreshing to see you- -

and ABC--confronting it. (Newsweek, December 5, 1983).

I wonder if ABC will do atwo-hour special about what, life would be

like living under Soviet tyranny after we abandoned' our nuclear

deterrent, (Newsweek, Decelber 5, 1983).

7
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the Tay After did not cr6ate the ground swell of support for a nuclear freeze

which some had prIedicted, it did not affect sweeping changes in viewer's

Opinions; it did not pc6voke public debate on a long term basis as some had

hoped. How can we understand what happened? How can a message movie be

viewed as supporting two entirely opposite courses of action' a nuclear

freeze and an increase in nuclear ores?

First, message movies employienthymemstic reasoning in attempting to .

accomplisti>qheir persuasive ends. Second, message movies offer a dramatic

<, vision of the relationship* between elements of the drama that '41focuses the

message. Why The Day After produced diametrically' opposed reactions is best

understood by examining how it employed argument drawn from an enthymeem and

how its dramatic vision focused the message. in the next section of this

paper, we will examine the structure of the film's message on these two

levels.

THE RHETORICAL STRUCTURE OF THE FILM

While both the public speech and the movie say offer a message, the

structure of that message differs significantly since the medium shapes the
.

message. In the public speech, listeners expect the use of specific lines of

reasoning and proof. A 'well made' speech for or against a nuclear freeze

. would include/detailed argusen s supporting that speaker's position. (Movies

cannot use the same format.

First, like a spencer, a movie must attract an audience. This is accom-

plished through on-air promotion, "so, if you have a movie that takis a long

time to explain, or it 'is 0-movie that is somewhat diffuse, you're going to

have a very difficult time telling the audience about it," (Gitlin, 1983,

race's of attracting viewers, the.film must be shown to possess

clear stories that tell viewers instantly whom to

B
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care about, and whom to root for," (Gitlin, 1903, p. 161). 4or a 0104040,10

movie to meet,these standards, it must necessarily sacrifice the detail of

argument that a public speech would Use in attempting to accoaplish'the ease

end. Message movies, therefore, employ an enthymematic structure in aakaig-.

their 'memory statement.

The nature of the enthymeme and its function in persuasive speaking has

been bandied about for years. In essence the enthymeme may be described as an

argumentative form in which logic does not exist independent of the listener

(Delia, 1970).,When the rhetor uses an enthymeme he makes maximum use of what

Pkthe audience already knows or believes about his subject. Enth ematic argu-

ments are salient for listeners because they allow them to participate ih the

persuasive process by validating their preetjisting beliefs. If argyments are

to be built using the audience' existing predispositions, those predispo-

sitions become the place where many arguments must be sought. Those arguments

would, then, be arranged within the listener's system of existing beliefs and

values,' (Delia, 1970, p. 148). The problem facing the message maker is to

discover what will tap the desired internal states of the listener.

Just as the members of the speaker's audience bring their beliefs, atti-

bmiis, and values to the event, the members of a message movie's audience view

it through perceptual filters imposed by those same beliefs, attitudes, and-

values. In addition, the experience of having been exposed to television and

movies shapes the viewer's perceptual system relative to the medium. The

television audience is intimately familiar with the system of plots, charac-

ters, fundamental beliefs, attitudes, values, and world views employed in

t. programing (Thorburn, 1981).
.,

Viewers know what "should" happen in a television program before they

actually see it based on their experience with similar characters, actions,

and themes. ' Television drama fuOctions enthymematicatly by 'calling-up

9



previous knowledge' ((,robefk, 1904, p. 233) and the falling-up of that know-

ledge is more important than the actual telling of the story. When the viewer

participates, haloes* his knowledge of the crustoss, habits, and actions common

to, society to make senseof the drama (Gronbeck, 1903). For The Day Aftfr,

pre-knowledge derived from other movies about war in general and nuclear war

in particular.

War. movies have become staples of the premipm channels, independent

stations, late night programing, and the like. Hollywood has been fighting

America's battles since movies like The Unbelievers became popular during

World War I (fluid, 1978). Americans viewed themselves as a peace loving

people who engaged in war only to defend themselves or desocratic ideals. War

movies reflected the perceptions, The United States won its independence

violently and has continued to exist and expand through selective but regulsr

use of its military power, not always justified, but usually approved by its

-people," (Suid, 1978, p. 2). This meant that war movies generally ended with

an American victory.

In war movies, viewers generally could expet to learn certain fundisen-

tal information whether the enemy was British, German, Japanese Russian, or a

crazy generals (1) Who fired title ,first shot, (2) What caused the'Shot to be

fired, and (3) Now is the shooting
/
stopped. Films on nuclear, osCr have also

' offered their viewers information relevant to these three key questions. In

fact', the central issue in nuclear war 'films has been the causes confronta-

tion. In" Fail Safe and The Bedford Incident, cause is the dramatic focus.

Even in On the Beach, which begins after nuclear war has obliterated the

Northern Hemisphere, an explanation of cause is provided through dilog.

Thus, viewers have reason to expect that they will be told, or will be expect-

ed to provide their own explanation of, the cause of the conflict. This,

12
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,

along- with what they Had leern$1 prior to the broadcast; coapiised the pre-

knowledge that dimmers brought to The Day After on NOVember 20, 1983.

To function,OrsUasively, The Day After, had to make a bro temeni
t,.,.

than thuolear'wer is orrible,"which few sembersOf\the audience were likely

IP
, e

...

tod5Ptest*It o4 to addres1 the issu0.o cause direCtly, or allow the

.
". , ...4 .. .

audienee'to call it. up from their preknowledge. The file focused on charac-

tersters and the devastating effect of nuclear war,oh.them. The war's cause was

only suggested by fragmentary news- reports' which comprise4,26 of the broad-

cast's first 6000 minutes and functioned,is a kind Of."oral scenery". From a

nearly inaudible newscast in the fila's.oRening sequence, we learn,.of a mas-

isive buildup. of Argolis with nuclear weapons along the Elbe Giver and the

viet Ambassador's accusetion4hae-this is a "provecative" action. Later,

,lfraigientary newscasts tell';'of three:Soviet tank divisions placed along the

.Fulda Gap, he blockade of West Berlin, and the revolt .Of nieveralmdivisiOns

of the East Serman.Army.. Thi.U.S. issues an "ultimatum" with the warning that

by 600 AM Berlin time, this will be Considered an "act of war., Tensions

build in Europe and the Viewer:hears partial reports of-troop movements,

bombing, and the evacuation of Moscow. An emergency broadcast system "take

shelter". warning to the people of the ,Kansas City metro area)36, followed by a

news bull that three nuclear weapons were air burst over advancing Soviet

troops and that the President is direct communication with the Soviet

Premier, followed by the announcement that regional NATO headquarters was hit

with a nuclear weapon. Exactly one hour into the broadcast, missiles are

.-.-launched from their silos.

Since the reports themselves were incomplete and the director seldom

brought them center stage, the viewer was free to "create" cause, an anthyme-4

matic procelis in which the only information commonly held by all audience

members was that nuclear war had occurred. Persuasion did not take place

13
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because. the film was form

gruesome eon sequenc, hi ch

Without substance. The.viewerwae subjected to

Amply that' something must be done to prevent them.

But since rheDay Alttr was purposely vague regarding the !tar's cause, the

.
t

viewer was left to;:tp-up his
,

own explanations of cause drawn from his pre-,
,..,,

. ee,
,

knowledge of .other4fribvies and the "real world" to sake Sense out of the

drama. This allowed the viewer great latitude in answering the question,

"What should be done?*

Thus, the fillet enthymeeatie structure enabled its viewers to regard its,

message aeither pro- or al-lit-nuclear freeze, depending on the personal frame

of refelke.from which pre-knowledge.was called-up. For those who supported

filling in a scenario in whiCh
°A.

to deter them was not. great

found in the mere *existence Of

tension and make negotiating a

step tack-froeFfhe brink more difficult and delicate. The Day After allows

both sides to make an equally convincing case for their interpretation Of

a strong cause could be explained by

the Russians shot first because our ability

enough. , For freeze proponents, cause ould be

weapons-which, by their very nature, increase

"what happened" and "how can it be prevented.*

While audience members normally possess differing predispositions a

N successful enthyseme calls up only those which will move the audience in the

direction its creator intendid. In addition to the file's failure to employ

enthymematic structure effectively, it is also flawed in its dramatictruc-

ture. The Day After proVide4 a rhetorical vision of the probability of,

nuclear= war as unpersuasive as its Corm argumentative structure.

The rhetorical vision of The Day After ii. an old one, man's tragic flaw

is that he is stupidly brilliant. From Frankenstein's monster to slow death

by radiation poisoning as depicted in The Day After, a host of films have

dealt' with this theme. Man"s technological brilliance destroys his when his

stupidity blinds him to the fact. that he is only technology's creator not its
.?
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easter.,. Man' is ultimately undone when he allows the technological genie to

escape its bottle and only then realizes that he cannot 'put !t back'

The rhetorical vision in The Day After can best be underst d by using

Kenneth Burke's (1969) method of analyzing persuasive motive

analysis, the identification of critical ratios among' the lements of .the

- pentad provides an assessment of the potency of therhetorital vision. Fir a

In s uch an

rhetorical vision to have impact, the central focus is hoe man is acting, By

describing how Ilan acts,' the critic is able to trace prie attitude behind the

/

action, for an attitude is-a pre-disposition to act or respond," (Chapel,

1973, p. 86). Ascertaining.this attitude is central to understanding why The

Day After provoked such disparate reactions aeohg viewers.

Previous films onlwar in general,. and naiclear war in. particularvi foCused

- their rhetorical vision on hem acting. The typical act - agent ratio in

war movies is one in which the agent, the' military .and/or the government, acts

gain control offer a situation. The rhetorical vision is typically: man

/I

loses control, man acts to regain control, the act either succeeds or fails.

Even when control is lost, it is/as A consequence of acts by specific agents 4

(the i68,...-hawkish bomber pilots, or a Navy commander caught up in the thrill

//
of ,the chase). The development of the attitudes of these agenti which cause

thir acts ire central 0,47 elements and are typically related to their gaopo-

: laical construct systei. As the dominant dramatic theme, act-agent ratio

provides a clear cut eXplanation of why conflict occurred, even when it is due

to technological malfunctions. As a result, the motive of persuationAs to

encourage the a7ldience to "fix" the human or technological gremlins so that

4Y they cannot'comOromise man's ability to maintain control over his creation.

The Day After shifts its focus to a different ratio: scene-act. We do

not see the agents at any point in the film, and only learn of their existence

from the fragmentary "oral scenery" of news reports. During the first 60 on

13



minutes, the viewer watches 27 commercials and the daily lives of those

Who are going to diet ."There are no people here, only targets, stick figure'

on a Midwestorn-landscape.,waiting to be waited," (Cocks et al., 1983, p. 86).

The film .pro40ed a detailed vision of the scene aspect of scene-act ratio.

6

The viewer sawjAwrence, Kansas and surrounding areas, and average AmeriCan,
,,

families engaging, in typical American- activities expressing their normal

;71

.American beliefs' attitudes, and values. Two of the "targets,". the surgeon.
-

and his wife, see the events being reported on the news as "1962. all over'

again,," when-"Kennedy didn't bat an eye." The act "didn't happen then; it's

,not. going to happen now,' since the newscasts have given them the impression

that the agent is in control. This proves to be a false hope when the mis-

siles are launched.

The depiction of agent as impotent, which viewers knew to be the case,

meant that the impending act dominated the drama and, its crit al ratio during

the first 60 minutes of the broadcast. In fact, there n was a) clear

indication that agent. was in control or worked to regain it. ABC's Ted Koppel

described the inherent distortion which this imposed on.the film's rhetorical

vision:

What The Day After makes no attempt to do is to show how a crisis
evolves: One is left with the impression that everything happens
very quickly--boom, boom, boom, there's the crisis and here come.the
missiles.' There's no sense that the leaders made.any effort to
resolve the crisis (Anderson, Redman, ,& Samghabadi, 1983, p. 41).

The preeminence of the act conveys a rhetorical vision which "misses dramatic

force because it has no center," (Cocks et al., 1983, p. 86).

Even after the devastatibn of Kansas, the critical ratio ,remains scene-
.

act. The thermonuclear Frankenste as 4pensformed the scene so profoundly

7
that the "villagers" are rendered impotent to cope with it and the agents who

were incapable of preventing the act are no better equipped. The American

President tells the people to have hope, he too has suffered personally, but.
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he's doing everything,he can to alleviate the devastitloh. The military tries

to restore order and distribute food: Agriculture agents try to help farmers

restore productivity. But their efforts make little difference and less sense

,

in the face of'whathas happened. The rhetorical vision is.one in which act'

remains dominant, eanthe agent -- cannot assert any meaningful control.

The broadcast of The Day After Concluded with a,crawl offering ABC's plea

for action;

'The catastrophic events you.have just witnessed are in all likeli-

head. lase- severe than what would 'ectually occur in the event of .a

full npciear strike against the.United States.

It is hoped that the images'of this film will-inspire the nations of

this earth, their peopleNand leaders,',to find the means to avert the

fateful day.-

Unfortunately, the film's rhetorical vision is not particularlyf well suited to

achieving. ABC's motive--creating dialog on how to prevent uclear war. To

achieve such an end, the critical ratio of the drama must suggest-some role'

for the agent other than impotent victim. That possibility appears to.. have

been precluded by The Day After's scene -act focus.

While the braised new world depicted in the film'sAthe.final hour may

have been a terrifyingly accurate vision of nuclear war's consequences, 'it is

not ( particularly effective vision for stimulating informed' consideration.

The film's critics pointed to its failure to address the critical aspect of

the agent's role in this visions

"The Dgy After," powerful as it is, increases our horror of nuclear

war but not our understanding. of the basic problem. We do need to

understand the subtle and complex elements of the nuclear puzzle,

such as deterrence, veeillable arms control and a strategic nuclear

policy, that shows the S viets we mean business, but 'are always

willing to compromise so long as they are too. AN Guide, 1983, p.

A-3).

Jim pest way to reduce the risk of nuclear war, of.course is -to

':.?'improve relations between the superpowers, not justcommunftations.

In that'respect The Day After did nothing to lighten the interna-

tional mood of improve the possibility of (Vcourse. (Kelly et al.,

1983, p. 40).
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CONCLUSIBN

- The Day After was sbmething uncommon in the annals a* television, a film

with no happy ending, no hope for survival, and no indication of how such a

holocaust 'could be avoided; "While the film may have succeeded in gaining

ratings and in portraying the aftermath of nuclear war as so norrible that its

prospect demands. our immediate attention, it offered neither a cOgent argument

as to the causes of nuclear war, rnor rhetorical vision which suggested man's

ability to play a role in preventing it.

Whether the resulting message moved or failed.to move the uncommitted to'")

action may yet be determined. , -While expecting a film to have an impact one

year later maybe unrealietiG 14.CongressmanlMarkey was correc44 The Day

`,After could,istimulate'voters to4elect pro-friezit)tandidates in the 1984 elec-
; 1

tions. Its immediate impact demonstrated that the "true believern peace

(through strength was moved to see7his'fil as an argument for -more weapons,

spending,' the "true believer' in ,A nuclear freeze was equally able to find

confirmation for the Wisdom of his position in the film's enthymematic devel-

opment of the causes of nuclear war.

Perhaps the problem lies not within the structure of this particulwr-

film, but within this medium as a suasory instrument. For fear of 'loosing

ratings, network executives are leery of offering any "entertainment" program

with a serious political message (Gitlin, 1983). Tekevision's greatest

strength is in communicating visual and emotional elements of a message, which

The Day After may have done. But as an instrument for smasory communication

on critical issues:

Perhaps it's just not possible to illustrate with complete faithful-
ness, either in photographs or on movie film, a big complicated,
largely non-visual situation . . . at some pant you have to qualiW
your way toward the truth with words, narration, facts--all that

boring prose that tells you how something works, and why. (Arlen,

1969, p. 11).

1 to
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. .

rilla t .our criticism :of The,Day rAfte should conclude by applauding
1).

criticism
t t,

)ABC6 tertainment division for giving us something 4fth more. to think about v.

. .

than .TheThe Love Boa or.Three'r Corp'any. Even the audience for the most care
s. 4 . ., , .

'....

fully
,

prepared;'' ersuasive speech is noetrnecessari, lmoved to action by the

/
, .

quality. of the argument or the 'clarity of the rhetorical vision. In the words

BC network spokesperson: "The expression of ,concern is up to the

. .

viewer," 'uff 1983 p. 8E).

6
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